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PICKING DIGITAL POCKETS

The 1983 film WarGames saw lead character David Lightman faced with a problem [9]. David had already
hooked his computer up to the telephone system and broken into the school computer to change his grades.
He succeeded because someone left the password on a desk in the school office. He then set about finding other
computers by performing an automated search (we call this war dialing [8]) of all telephone numbers in the
region. After a while he hit the jackpot: an interesting looking computer answered his call. But he could not
gain access because this time he did not have the password.
It is easy to model this problem in a more formal way. Imagine the remote computer C has a password
P embedded inside it, and that P is a sequence of characters (lower-case alphabetic characters only, to make
things easier). Our job as the attacker Eve is to guess P. We can make successive attempts, each of which means
sending a guess G to the computer: the computer takes P and G and uses an algorithm called Match-Pwd to
compare them. If P and G are the same then Match-Pwd(P, G) returns true, otherwise it returns false. We
know whether or not a guess was correct, because if we guessed correctly we obviously then get access to the
computer. The following diagram tries to capture this model:
G
Eve

C
Match-Pwd(P, G)
P

So how do we, as the attacker, proceed? One method might be to try all possible passwords; this is called a
brute-force attack [1]. Imagine the password has n characters in it, and for the sake of argument say n = 6.
With our brute-force attack we would perform guesses of the form
Match-Pwd(P, “aaaaaa”)
Match-Pwd(P, “baaaaa”)
Match-Pwd(P, “caaaaa”)
..
.
Match-Pwd(P, “zaaaaa”)
Match-Pwd(P, “abaaaa”)
Match-Pwd(P, “bbaaaa”)
Match-Pwd(P, “cbaaaa”)
..
.
Match-Pwd(P, “zbaaaa”)
..
.
Match-Pwd(P, “zzzzzz”)
until eventually one of them matched. There are two problems: first, we do not know what n is (but we can
solve this later); second, the number of possible passwords is 26n which grows quickly even if n grows slowly.
With n = 6 for example, 266 = 308915776 passwords are possible: not only will it take some time to make all
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An aside: other, everyday analogies for information leakage.

The example of guessing passwords might sound a little contrived, especially if you know a little more about
how such systems are really implemented. Even so, the problem of information leakage is ubiquitous enough
that many other everyday analogies exist. Consider for example
1. a burglar who opens a safe using a stethoscope to collect audible information leaked while operating the
lock,
2. a burglar who guesses a door entry code by noting leaked information in the form of worn buttons on
the keypad, or
3. a TV license detector van who reasons about your use of a TV set by monitoring the electro-magnetic
emission from your house.
In each case, unintentional information leakage of different forms (i.e., different from execution time, which
we used for guessing passwords) is the common issue.

those guesses, but after the first thousand or so wrong guesses someone in charge of the system should notice
there is a problem. On the other hand, there are advantages in the sense that although the brute-force attack
might take a long time it at least guarantees success if we wait long enough.
The next thing we could do is try common passwords. This is often called a dictionary attack [2]. The idea
is that we have or make a dictionary of words, and use those words (including combinations of them) as our
guesses. It turns out that people often select weak (i.e., easy to guess) passwords [4], so this approach can be
effective. This is particularly true if we include various common passwords in our dictionary such as system
defaults (e.g., “password” or “admin”), names of family and pets, football teams and so on. In fact David
Lightman eventually solved his problem in exactly this way: the designer of the computer he had contacted,
Prof. Stephen Falken, set the password to the name of his dead son Joshua. Clearly a similar approach could
reduce the number of attempts versus a brute-force attack, but on the other hand it does not guarantee success:
the actual password might not occur in our dictionary.
As we saw in Chapter 7 and Chapter 10 however, when we design cryptographic schemes we do so in a
way that should prevent these two forms of attack. For example, the key (which is of course analogous to the
password) should be large enough to prevent a brute-force attack. More often than not, an attacker would need
to cryptanalyse the system, usually attempting to find some weakness in the underlying Mathematics. Within
this context, the concept of side-channel attacks [6] is relatively new. The idea is that rather than studying
just the mathematics of a cryptographic scheme “on paper”, we consider the fact that the scheme must be
implemented as a program which executes on a computer. The idea is that as an attacker we might be able to
passively monitor, or actively influence, how the computer executes the program. Based on this activity we
hope that cryptanalysis could be easier; of course, how feasible this is depends on the exact scenario. However,
motivating examples are easy to come by: modern computers (e.g., a chip-and-pin card) are increasingly
carried around with us, contain sensitive information (e.g., your banking details) and are used in a setting
controlled by other people (e.g., the terminal of a supermarket checkout). So it is not too hard to imagine that
side-channel attacks are sometimes a feasible and useful addition to the range of approaches on offer. Our aim
in this Chapter is to look at side-channel and fault attacks in a non-technical way: some of the examples do not
exactly match what would happen in real life, but act as good metaphors for the concepts involved.

Research
(task #1)

In the description above, there are some hints that our simplified model is not how real access
control systems work. Within a system that controls access to a large web-site for instance, it
would normally be a bad idea to store P itself somewhere.
Find out about why this choice is made, e.g., using the LinkedIn web-site breacha in 2012
as motivation, and how it is supported: write out a set of requirements, and then steps that
describe a better access control system than the one modelled.
a

http://blog.linkedin.com/2012/06/06/linkedin-member-passwords-compromised/
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algorithm Match-Pwd(P, G) begin
n ← String-Length(P)
m ← String-Length(G)
if n , m then
return false
end
for i from 0 upto n − 1 do
if Pi , Gi then
return false
end
end
return true
end

Figure 1: An algorithm to test whether the guess G matches some password P (where both G and P are strings).[center

1

Passive physical attacks

1.1

Attack

Imagine we represent strings as sequences of characters, for example we might have a sequence
A = h‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘d’i.
Instead of writing h‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘d’i for example, we would normally write “abcd” instead. Based on this, how
might we write an algorithm to check whether two strings (in our case P and G) are the same or not? Easy!
We already saw algorithms in Chapter 5 that do this. If we ignore the type of string, since we are not really
interested in that, the algorithm is (re)shown in Figure 1. Recapping on Chapter 5 a little, have a look at it one
step at a time. The first thing that happens is a conditional: if the number of characters in P is not the same as
the number of characters in G then the two strings cannot be the same, so we return false as the result. If P
and G are the same length then we need to check each character. To do this, we use a loop which iterates over
a block for values of i in the range 0 . . . n − 1. By this point we know n = m so there is no danger of the i-th
element of P or G being invalid. For each value of i, we test if Pi = Gi , i.e., if the i-th character of P is equal to the
i-th character of G. If they are not equal, then clearly the two strings are not equal and we can return false as
the result; if they are equal, we need to test all the other possible values of i. Finally, after we have completed
all our tests we can be confident that the two strings are the same and return true.
Obviously it takes some time for the computer to execute an implementation of the Match-Pwd algorithm.
Thinking back to Chapter 5, you will remember that the algorithm is O(n), i.e., the number of steps it takes is
tied to the number of times the loop iterates. But a subtle issue is at the crux of what we are interested in: the
loop does not always make n iterations because if there is a case where Pi , Gi , then the algorithm terminates
early. Some examples make this clear:
• Match-Pwd(“joshua”, “bob”) returns false and takes 1 step because n , m.
• Match-Pwd(“joshua”, “daniel”) returns false and takes 2 steps because n = m but at i = 0, P0 = ‘j’ , ‘d’ =
G0 .
• Match-Pwd(“joshua”, “joanne”) returns false and takes 4 steps because n = m but at i = 2, P2 = ‘s’ , ‘a’ =
G2 ; obviously for i = 0 and i = 1 we have Pi = Gi .
• Match-Pwd(“joshua”, “joshua”) returns true and takes 7 steps because n = m and for all i we have Pi = Gi .
The idea is now to imagine that we can actually time how long it takes the computer to execute Match-Pwd
and hence recover the information above. This is not difficult: since we are communicating with the remote
computer, we just measure the time that elapses between sending it a guess and getting a response back. We
can redraw the original diagram to look more like this:
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G
Eve

C
Match-Pwd(P, G)
P

execution time
The question is, how can we exploit this side-channel to help us solve the original problem of guessing the
password? Notice that the more characters at the start of our guess that match those in the password, the
longer the computer will take to give us this result. We say that information has leaked through a side-channel
related to execution time; we still do not know P, but we do know a bit more than we thought we did. Also
notice that we have solved the problem of how long P is: if the algorithm takes more than one step then we
know our guess is the right length.
So let us return to the brute-force attack, but each time we make a guess we time how long it takes to get
the result back and use this information to help us. We start by cycling though guesses of G0 :
Match-Pwd(P, “aaaaaa”)
Match-Pwd(P, “baaaaa”)
Match-Pwd(P, “caaaaa”)

7→
7
→
7
→
..
.

2 steps
2 steps
2 steps

Match-Pwd(P, “jaaaaa”)

7→
..
.

3 steps

Match-Pwd(P, “zaaaaa”)

7→

2 steps

One of the guesses will take slightly longer to return a result than the rest. This is because one of the guesses
will make P0 = G0 and so will take 3 steps rather than 2 steps as in the cases where Pi , Gi . So we know this
guess must be the real value of P0 . We carry on, but now we keep G0 set to P0 , which we now know, and cycle
through guesses at G1 :
Match-Pwd(P, “jaaaaa”)
Match-Pwd(P, “jbaaaa”)
Match-Pwd(P, “jcaaaa”)

7→
7
→
7→
..
.

3 steps
3 steps
3 steps

Match-Pwd(P, “joaaaa”)

7→
..
.

4 steps

Match-Pwd(P, “jzaaaa”)

7→

3 steps

Again, one of the guesses will take slightly longer to return a result than the rest. This time one of the guesses
will make P1 = G1 and so will take 4 steps rather than 3. Again we know this guess must be the real value of
P1 ; we carry on by keeping G1 set to P1 , which we now know, and cycle through guesses at G2 :
Match-Pwd(P, “joaaaa”)
Match-Pwd(P, “jobaaa”)
Match-Pwd(P, “jocaaa”)

7→
7
→
7
→
..
.

4 steps
4 steps
4 steps

Match-Pwd(P, “josaaa”)

7→
..
.

5 steps

Match-Pwd(P, “jozaaa”)

7→

4 steps

If we follow this approach, we eventually guess correctly. The crucial thing to realise is that by using the
side-channel information we have dramatically decreased the number of guesses we need to make. In the
brute-force attack we needed 26n guesses in the worst case, whereas now we need 26 · n; more formally, the
brute-force attack can be described as O(26n ) whereas the side-channel attack is O(n). The latter is clearly better
since it is at least somewhat feasible even with quite large n: with n = 6 that is only 156 guesses rather than
308915776.
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Cast your mind back to Chapter 10, and even more specifically to the Exponentiate-Mod
algorithm. Imagine this is used by a target computer that computes RSA decryptions for
users; using a similar model, we would have something like
C
Eve
Research
(task #2)

C
Exponentiate-Mod(C, d, N)
(N, d)

execution time
Think about this setting: given Eve can still measure the execution time, what information
leaks from C? Based on what you know about RSA, do you think this alone is a problem or
not? Whatever your answer is, explain why.

1.2

Countermeasures

If we wanted to prevent this sort of side-channel leakage, what could we do? Rather than come up with a
totally different algorithm for checking passwords, one idea is to add some countermeasures to our existing
Match-Pwd algorithm: they are like a bandage which should patch up the algorithm and prevent the attack
working. There are lots of potential ideas; the plan here is to explore four of them, plus any advantages or
disadvantages they might have. To highlight the differences, we have collected the altered algorithms together
in Figure 2.
1.2.1

Detect the attack

We have already mentioned one idea that could be quite effective: if we notice that numerous incorrect guesses
have been made, we assume they are being made by an attacker and shut down the computer to prevent
access. A basic version is captured by Figure 2a. Of course it is a little simplistic, but the central idea is that we
maintain a counter somewhere called c and initially set it to zero when the computer is turned on. Notice that
each time the algorithm detects an incorrect guess it adds one to c, so if lots and lots of incorrect guesses are
made in a row then c will grow quite large. When a correct guess is registered, we set c back to zero again and
we forget about any incorrect guesses up to that point.
The algorithm capitalises on this behaviour by checking c before it does anything else: if c is larger than
some threshold value t it instantly returns false and denies access to the computer, in effect denying access
forever or at least until we manually reset c back to zero somehow. So basically what we are saying is that if t
incorrect guesses in a row are made, then the computer will shut down. Choosing a suitable value for t will
result in the attack becoming much less feasible.
1.2.2

Slow down the attack

If you were the administrator of the computer, you might be having a heart attack after reading the previous
idea: even legitimate users make mistakes, so you would probably be called out at all hours of the day to reset
c after someone forgot the password! Another less problematic idea is not to shut down the computer, but
to slow it down: in short, the more incorrect guesses the attacker makes the longer the computer takes to use
Match-Pwd. This is a simple alteration from our previous algorithm, and is shown in Figure 2b.
The alteration is simply in the first step: instead of testing c against a threshold, we wait for c steps. This
means as more and more incorrect guesses are made, c grows larger and larger and the computer is slower and
slower to respond: making many incorrect guesses, as necessitated by the attack, thus becomes laborious at
best! This approach is a variant of something called exponential back-off [3]; you would see similar approaches
to controlling network congestion for example.
1.2.3

Take a fixed number of steps

We could force Match-Pwd to take the same, fixed number of steps no matter what values of P and G are given
to it. If this is possible, the idea is that information previously leaked is hidden: if the attacker cannot determine
the number of steps taken, they cannot use the same strategy.
Figure 2c implements this idea. To keep track of when a difference is found, it maintains a flag called f : it
starts with f = true, then when it finds a difference sets f = false to note this fact. The flag is only returned once
git # b4055dd3 @ 2019-05-13
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algorithm Match-Pwd(P, G) begin
if c > t then
return false
end
n ← String-Length(P)
m ← String-Length(G)
if n , m then
c←c+1
return false
end
for i from 0 upto n − 1 do
if Pi , Gi then
c←c+1
return false
end
end
c←0
return true
end

1
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4
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algorithm Match-Pwd(P, G) begin
Pause for c steps
n ← String-Length(P)
m ← String-Length(G)
if n , m then
c←c+1
return false
end
for i from 0 upto n − 1 do
if Pi , Gi then
c←c+1
return false
end
end
c←0
return true
end
(b) Slow down the attack.

(a) Detect the attack.
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algorithm Match-Pwd(P, G) begin
f ← true
n ← String-Length(P)
m ← String-Length(G)
if n , m then
f ← false
end
for i from 0 upto min(n, m) − 1 do
if Pi , Gi then
f ← false
end
end
return f
end
(c) Take a fixed number of steps.

1
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algorithm Match-Pwd(P, G) begin
Pause for r steps, where r is random
n ← String-Length(P)
m ← String-Length(G)
if n , m then
return false
end
for i from 0 upto n − 1 do
if Pi , Gi then
return false
end
end
return true
end
(d) Take a random number of steps.

Figure 2: Four example countermeasures to harden Match-Pwd against side-channel attack.
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the algorithm finishes checking characters in P and G: it always checks all characters to determine f , meaning
it always takes a fixed number of steps. Or at least it does if P and G are the same length. Imagine we have
P = “joshua” for example, and make two guesses G = “daniel” and G0 = “joanne”. The algorithm will take 8
steps in both cases, so the original attack strategy fails.
Of course, we have paid a price for this improved security: previously, if P and G were long strings then
our algorithm was efficient in the sense that as soon as we definitely knew the result, we returned it straight
away. With our new algorithm, we are always looking at the worst case; the algorithm always takes the longest
possible time it could.

Implement
(task #3)

1.2.4

With reference to Task 2, how could you apply this same idea as a countermeasure for
Exponentiate-Mod? Do you think this is a good approach? For instance, does using this
countermeasure imply any disadvantages (versus an alternative say)?

Take a random number of steps

Another approach would be to force Match-Pwd to take a random number of steps no matter what values of
P and G are given to it. The end result is similar: the information previously leaked is now masked, meaning
the attacker cannot use the same strategy.
Figure 2d shows that only a simple alteration is required (although, in reality, we also need a way to generate
suitable random numbers). The main algorithm is the same, so the matching process is the same. However,
there is an additional line before we start: by waiting a random amount of time, the actual number of steps
observed by the attacker is randomised. For example, imagine we have P = “joshua” and make the two guesses
G = “daniel” and G0 = “joanne”; if the algorithm takes 8 steps, which guess did this come from? It could be G
if the algorithm waits for r = 6 steps initially, then takes 2 steps in the matching phase; on the other hand, it
could be G0 if the algorithm waits for r = 4 steps initially, then takes 4 steps in the matching phase. The point is
that we cannot relate the number of steps observed to the value of P being used; again, we have prevented the
use of execution time as a useful side-channel.
Is this a robust countermeasure though? We could try to filter out the randomness using elementary statistics.
Imagine we take our two guesses and use them each 100 times, capturing the results. If we find the average
time taken by attempts with G and G0 , this might tell us something that comparing the time taken by a single
attempt could not. For example, if on average the number of steps for guess G is significantly longer than the
number of steps for G0 then we might reason there is a good chance that more characters at the start of G are
correct than G0 . We cannot say for definite, but by capturing more and more results we can get more and more
confident. So we have partially removed the effect of the randomness by simply using enough attempts that a
general trend emerges.

2
2.1

Active physical attacks
Attack

Imagine a real scenario; things get a little more technical but we will try to keep the discussion simple. A
mobile telephone uses a different type of password to a computer login screen: normally the telephone can be
configured to ask for and test a four digit Personal Identification Number (PIN) when turned on [5]. There
are not that many different four digit PIN numbers, only 10000 in fact, so one might immediately start to think
a brute-force attack could work here. Usually the telephone would be equipped with a countermeasure to
prevent such an attack. Do not try this at home, but after a few wrong attempts the telephone usually locks
itself and refuses further attempts before you take it to the shop to be unlocked. This prevents a brute-force
attack unless the shopkeeper is willing to reactivate a telephone for you thousands of times!
In the previous example, we had a computer with a password P embedded inside it. Here we have a
telephone with a PIN number P and a counter c embedded inside it; this is more or less the same as our
example countermeasure where we wanted to shut down the computer if there were lots of incorrect password
guesses. In this new context, we can be a bit more accurate about the details. Typically the P and c values are
stored on the SIM card [7] which means their values are retained even if the telephone is turned off. The PIN
number plays the same role as the password did: the telephone is supposed to take a guess G, compare P and G
and allow access if they are equal. This time we will use an algorithm called Check-PIN detailed in Figure 3a.
Again, look at the algorithm one step at a time. The first thing that happens is that the counter c is read from
where it is stored and tested: if c = 0 we have run out of attempts and the telephone is locked. In this case we
return false to indicate that the attempt at accessing the telephone failed. However, if c > 0 then the telephone
is unlocked and we are allowed at least one more attempt. In this case we call the algorithm Request-PIN
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algorithm Check-PIN begin
if c > 0 then
G ← Request-PIN()
end
else
return false
end
if P , G then
c←c−1
return false
end
else
return true
end
end
(a) The original Check-PIN algorithm.

2
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14
15
16

algorithm Check-PIN begin
if c > 0 then
G ← Request-PIN()
end
else
return false
end
c←c−1
if P = G then
c←c+1
return true
end
else
return false
end
end

(b) A Check-PIN variant with countermeasures against
fault attack.

Figure 3: Two algorithms to test whether the guess G matches some PIN P (where both G and P are numbers).
to read a guess G from the user and then proceed to check it. Next we check if the guess G is the same as
the real PIN number P stored in the telephone. If the two are equal then we return true to indicate that the
attempt succeeded. If they are not equal then we first subtract one from the counter c to indicate there is one
less incorrect attempt allowed, and then return false.
As the attacker, our goal is to guess P without the telephone locking itself. Maybe we have “acquired”
a telephone from somewhere, or maybe we have forgotten our own PIN number. Unlike the Match-Pwd
function, there is not really anything we can infer by timing Check-PIN since the actual test (i.e., P , G) takes
the same time no matter what P and G are (P and G here are numbers, not strings). But imagine that rather than
just passively monitoring Check-PIN, we could actively influence how it is executed. This should not sound
too amazing, for example we have the telephone in our hand so we could do all sorts of things to it: we might
pull out the battery, detach the keypad, or put the telephone in the oven. Of course, the goal is not to destroy
the telephone but to aid cryptanalysis, so imagine we are restricted to turning the telephone off mid-execution.
The trick is to turn off the power at just the right point. A good point would be just before line #9 (which
updates c) gets executed. If we turn off the power before c is updated then basically it never changes: the
new value of c is not stored on the SIM card. So if we had a way to sound an alarm when line #9 is going to
be executed and then turn off the power whenever the alarm sounds, then c will never be updated and we
have unlimited attempts at guessing P without the telephone being locked. This turns out to be very feasible.
A suitable alarm can be rigged up by monitoring the telephone communicating with the SIM card, both of
which we have easy access to. One can imagine an attacker that can now perform a brute-force attack on the
telephone:
1. Set the current guess G = 0.
2. Take G and enter it into the telephone as a guess at P.
3. Monitor communication between the telephone and the SIM card:
• If the telephone sends a command to update c, turn off the power then wait for a few seconds and
skip forward to line #4.
• If the telephone does not send a command to decrement c then G was the correct guess and we have
access to the telephone.
4. Add one to G and go back to line #2.

2.2

Countermeasures

This is not good news for whoever made and/or sold the telephone: they would claim the PIN number password
and associated locking mechanism is offering some level of security, but with only reasonable assumptions we
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(a) Vodafone branded SIM cards.

(b) A Vodafone branded Sony-Ericsson V600i mobile telephone ...

(c) ... which when opened, exposes the power and SIM card interfaces.

Figure 4: Demonstrating viability of the SIM card physical attack.
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can circumvent that security with some ease. So how might we go about solving the problem? Have a look at
the slightly modified version of Check-PIN in Figure 3b.
At face value the two algorithms are quite similar, but now we alter c in two places: on line #8 where one is
taken away from it, and then in line #10 when one is added to it again if it turns out that the guess was correct.
What happens if we set the original attacker to work on the new algorithm? If the alarm sounds just before
line #8 is executed the we can prevent one being subtracted from c. However c is always updated at this point
regardless of whether P = G or not, so if we turn off the power when the telephone communicates with the
SIM then we can never get access to the telephone: we would turn off the power even if the guess was correct.
On the other hand, if the alarm sounds just before line #10 is executed then it is already too late to turn off the
power since c will already have been updated in line #8.

Research
(task #4)

Think about the types of electronic device you carry around with you: can you identify any
other environmental factors (other than the power supply) that could be manipulated by
Eve?
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I have a question/comment/complaint for you. Any (positive or negative) feedback, experience or comment
is very welcome; this helps us to improve and extend the material in the most useful way.
However, keep in mind we are far from perfect; mistakes are of course possible, although hopefully rare.
Some cases are hard for us to check, and make your feedback even more valuable: for instance
1. minor variation in software versions can produce subtle differences in how some commands and
hence examples work, and
2. some examples download and use online resources, but web-sites change over time (or even might
differ depending on where you access them from) so might cause the example to fail.
Either way, if you spot a problem then let us know: we will try to explain and/or fix things as fast as we
can!
Can I use this material for something ? We are distributing these PDFs under the Creative Commons AttributionShareAlike License (CC BY-SA)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
This is a fancy way to say you can basically do whatever you want with them (i.e., use, copy and distribute
it however you see fit) as long as a) you correctly attribute the original source, and b) you distribute the
result under the same license.
Is there a printed version of this material I can buy? Yes: Springer have published selected Chapters in
http://www.springer.com/computer/book/978-3-319-04041-7
while also allowing us to keep electronic versions online. Any royalties from this published version are
donated to the UK-based Computing At School (CAS) group, whose ongoing work can be followed at
http://www.computingatschool.org.uk/
Why are all your references to Wikipedia? Our goal is to give an easily accessible overview, so it made no
sense to reference lots of research papers. There are basically two reasons why: research papers are often
written in a way that makes them hard to read (even when their intellectual content is not difficult to
understand), and although many research papers are available on the Internet, many are not (or have to
be paid for). So although some valid criticisms of Wikipedia exist, for introductory material on Computer
Science it certainly represents a good place to start.
I like programming; why do the examples include so little programming? We want to focus on interesting
topics rather than the mechanics of programming. So even when we include example programs, the
idea is to do so in a way where their meaning is fairly clear. For example it makes more sense to use
pseudo-code algorithms or reuse existing software tools than complicate a description of something by
including pages and pages of program listings.
But you need to be able to program to do Computer Science, right? Yes! But only in the same way as you
need to be able to read and write to study English. Put another way, reading and writing, or grammar
and vocabulary, are just tools: they simply allow us to study topics such as English literature. Computer
Science is the same. Although it is possible to study programming as a topic in itself, we are more
interested in what can be achieved using programs: we treat programming itself as another tool.

